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You Get Back What You Give Out

"You get back what you give out." This phrase carries important principles that

can be applied to a range of contexts; it emphasizes the importance of making a 'best

effort' contribution in all areas of life. Many people contest the validity of this law in

practical terms as found in the common statements, "I give, but I never get back" or "I

work hard, but I don't get what I deserve." However, I will explore "getting back" based

on what you "give out" as a reality that is greater than personal gratification or material

gains, which are highly valued in Western societies. I will do this by demonstrating how

this law impacts on my spiritual life, the environment, and the focus area of most youths,

educational achievement.

To be fulfilled based on giving is linked to the understanding that humans are

servants of a higher purpose, where contributions to society reap rewards of personal and

spiritual growth. Sir John Templeton was determined to enhance humanity through

spirituality. Human functions that continue to mystify scientists/ medical professionals

bolster Templeton's ideas. Most establishments aim to separate spiritual truths from daily

realities, but these cannot be mutually exclusive. Occurrences such as people healed

without scientific explanations render Templeton's investigation in amalgamating science

and spirituality awe-inspiring. Personally, I have participated in Sunflowers, Brownies,

and, currently, Girl Guides. I also Minister by teaching young children reading. Although

I do not receive payment for these efforts, I have gained confidence in public speaking,

working with adults, delegating responsibility, and explaining difficult concepts.

Moreover, seeing children flourish surpasses monetary rewards.

There are environmental crises worldwide, including in The Bahamas. A 2018

Bahamas Review reports "three major hurricanes of category 3 or higher [costed] $678
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million" in three years (p. 8). Furthermore, factors such as habitat destruction' dredging'

sewage, and oil spills threaten marine life (Bahamas National Trust, 2016). Admittedly,

reversing current trends presents short-term difficulties. Still, our Christian society must

urgently 'give out' by implementing more fishing seasons, reducing plastic usage,

eliminating single-use plastics, reducing fossil fuels, enforcing garbage disposal

regulations, and investing in electric cars. Admittedly, these changes reduce immediate

material gains and require hnancial investment. However, future generations will reap

significant returns --healthy marine and terrestrial environments. Inevitably, we will "get

back,, from the environment. Whether our rewards are fruitfulness or greater disasters

will be based on what we are prepared to give up and give out.

Many teenagers work hard academically, which does not always produce

expected grades. Howevet, my parents taught me about making "matvelous mistakes" -

learning from getting things wrong. Even in the bible, many successes resulted from

failure. So, poor Scores do not necessarily mean we do not recover our efforts because

perceived failure is an opportunity to pray, progfess, and, ultimately, achieve success' In

education, I learn from setbacks and increase my efforts' We definitely reap the rewards

of hard work although hard work does not rule out obstacles to work harder to overcome'

We must ail resolve to make positive choices when interacting with humanity and

the environment. Sometimes, rewards are physical benefits' but the best dividends are

acquired through personal satisfaction from helping others, dedication to tasks' and

protecting our environment. Truly, in reality, "You get back what you give out'"
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